Workshop on “Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Health Challenges”

Fore Hall, University of Glasgow, 4-5 June 2018

Monday 4th June, “Changing Behaviour in Practice” (joint with NHS)

1115 Registration, Coffee and Welcome

1130 KEYNOTE: Craig McKinlay (NHS), “The Problem in Context” (with group discussion and Q&As)

1200 Introductions and discussion round the room

1230 Lunch Break

1330 Iain MacMillan (NHS), “Theory of Change: The Intervention” (with group discussion and Q&As)

1415 Theo Koutmeridis (Glasgow U) and Iain MacMillan (NHS), “Proposed Analysis and Further Research” (with group discussion and Q&As)

1500 Coffee Break

1530 Peter Hampton (NHS), “Further NHS Resources and Data” (with group discussion and Q&As)

1615 Workshop for Ideas “Explore other influencing opportunities” (with group discussion and Q&As)

1645 Group discussion

1700 Close

1800 Dinner at Melville Room
Tuesday 5th June, “**Addressing Inequalities**” (joint with RSE/YAS)

**1045** Arrive and coffee

**1100** **Tanya Wilson** (University of Stirling) – “Long-run Health and Mortality Effects of Exposure to Universal Health Care at Birth” with Melanie Luhrmann (Royal Holloway University of London)

**1145** **Fiona Henriquez** (University of the West of Scotland) – “The Impact of Health Protection and Health Security”

**1230** Lunch

**1330** **Yu Aoki** (University of Aberdeen) – “Speak better, do better? Education and health of migrants in the UK” with Lualhati Santiago (Office for National Statistics)

**1415** **Omiros Kouvavas** (University of Warwick) “Evaluating the Marital Contract Effect: A Natural Experiment”

**1500** Coffee break

**1515** POLICY PANEL: The RSE/YAS Brexit report on Health and Wellbeing

**O’Connor Siobhan** (Edinburgh Napier University) – “Nursing in a post-Brexit world and the implications for healthcare in Scotland”

**Theo Koutmeridis** (Glasgow U) – “Health ‘Nudges’: Applying Behavioural Economics to mitigate the costs of Brexit for NHS”

**1600** KEYNOTE ADDRESS: “2 millennia of history in 40 minutes”

**Samuel Cohn** (University of Glasgow)

Book Launch: “Epidemics: Hate and Compassion from the Plague of Athens to AIDS” published by Oxford University Press in April 2018

**1700** Close

**1800** Dinner at Oran Mor

This event is organized by Dr Theodore Koutmeridis (University of Glasgow) and Iain MacMillan (NHS) and it is co-funded by the **British Academy Rising Star Engagement Award** (BARSEA) Dr Koutmeridis has been awarded. This event is associated with the ‘Behaviour, Structure and Interventions’ (BSI) research network, the BARSEA Early Career Network on ‘Inequality Conflict and Violence’, the Royal Society of Edinburgh and its Young Academy. This workshop links to RCUK ‘Global Challenges Research Fund’ priorities. Among others the workshop includes presentations on fraud and inequality. More details about the **BARSEA Early Career Network on ‘Inequality Conflict and Violence’**: [http://www.gla.ac.uk/research/az/bsi/inequalityconflic tandviolence/](http://www.gla.ac.uk/research/az/bsi/inequalityconflic tandviolence/)